PITTVILLE
Pitville Park is the largest ornamental park in Cheltenham, featuring the magnificent Pitville Pump Room (map ref E2), which is the only place in Cheltenham where you can still enjoy the hot-springs that made Cheltenham famous in the 18th century. Don’t miss the Snowing Lake (map ref D0) and children’s play area (map ref E2). Cheltenham Racecourse (map ref E1) is nearby. The Holm Birthplace Museum (map ref D3) is an interesting recreation of Victorian life in Cheltenham and gives the opportunity to see the piano on which Gustav Holst composed ‘The Planets’.

HIGH STREET
Cheltenham’s High Street (map ref C3 D4) is the best place to find national brands. It is home to the main indoor shopping centre, the Regent Arcade (map ref D4), where children will love the Wishing Fan Clock, with its music and bubbles one time each hour. At the end of High street you will find The Boxery Quarter (map ref D3), where you will find the cinema, bowling and indoor golf as well as a destination for food and drink. Don’t miss Florence Street (map ref D0), home to independent retailers and cafes.

THE PROMENADE & MONTPELLIER
During the day this area has a Continental feel, with many independent and upmarket shops and cafes (map ref C0 D2). In the evening you will find a vibrant atmosphere with bars, restaurants and night-life.

THE SUFFOLKS & TIVOLI
This area has some great independent shops, pubs and restaurants. The pretty Regency area takes its name from the Earl of Suffolk, who owned much of the land in the early 19th century. The Suffolk Map ref C0 and Town Map ref C2 have become popular for antiques, homeware and individual specialist shops as well as restaurants. The Suffolks community has regular events, closing the streets for food markets and as well as a small arboretum.

CHELTENHAM IS A GREAT PLACE FOR YEAR ROUND ENTERTAINMENT. TO CHECK WHAT’S ON AND WHEN, SEE VISITCHELTENHAM.COM
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